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Hotel Cafe gig review on The Deli LA magazine!
Review: Sonos Skip the Tuxedoes and Cheese of A Cappella for New, Sexy, Spiritual
Heights

There's something eerily beautiful and classy about the MySpace profile photo of L.A.-based
a cappella sextet Sonos. Strewn across a flat surface, black and white headshots of each
group member produce an intimate and alluring sensibility.

Not coincidentally, it was this exact same mood that pervaded the group's intimate, yet
scorching performance Monday night at the Hotel Cafe in Hollywood. Absent was your
typical cheesy a cappella ensembleâ€”bald men in matching tuxedoes, et cetera. Rather it
was a youthful, non-uniformed, attractive bunchâ€”three men and three women, brimming
with fiery fervor, major dynamics and sexual tension.

During the cover of Imogen Heap's "Come Here Boy," you could literally feel every male
gaze in the room shift to brunette, bob-sporting siren Jessica Freedman, as she cooed
angelically the chorus of "Come here boy" over and over with her honey-glazed soprano.

The ethereality of songs such as Bjork's "Joga" and Radiohead's "Everything in Its Right
Place," was heightened as the sextet harmonized like a Gregorian chant choir, filling the
entire venue sonically at crescendo and transforming it into a cathedral. Each layer of sound
from their debut self-titled (due March 31) included loops, keys, and vocals, executed head-
on, with ease and grace by the group. Together, they induced a Zen-like state.

Another highlight was beat boxer Ben McLain, a Josh Duhamel look-alike who acted
dutifully as a human metronome for the rest of the band. He was hardly the image of a
world-class beat boxer but was so spot-on in recreating the sounds of a drum machineâ
€”crisp snare and record scratching includedâ€”that you would've swore he was hiding one
onstage somewhere.

The group's version of the Jackson 5's "I Want You Back" done in Massive Attack's trip-hop
style drew an unexpected beat. The only drawbacks? At times the ensemble was so
powerful at crescendo that the volume became ear-piercing. Also, on the cover of Lewis
Taylor's "Beautiful," Katharine Anne Hoye's delicate vocal, which seemed like it was meant
to be the lead, was instead drowned out by her five band mates.

The setting, however, couldn't possibly have been more impeccable for the show at the
swanky, candle-lit and cavernous Hotel Cafe, which was packed with a well-groomed,
KCRW, yuppie crowd. The intensity of the vocalists, also, was palpable throughout the
eveningâ€”searing, young, and passionate. It will be interesting to see if the group's debut
album, due March 31, can match such a thrilling live act.

-Angela Lu
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